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What we have learnt already 
1 Tudor Faith We learnt about the dissolution of the Catholic Church and 

introduction of Church of England 

2 Tudor Timeline We studied the Tudor Family Tree 

3 Tudor Life We visited Kentwell Hall and lived a day in the life of a Tudor! 

 

The Knowledge Gems we will learn next 
LOCATE We will identify major countries that the UK trades with and 

what is imported and exported in the UK 

NAVIGATE We will look back at Tudor history to see how trading 
transportation has changed over the time 

EXPLORE What is Fair Trade? How does it ensure people are not 
exploited? 

 
 

Facts I need to know 

1 Heading Factual sentence about key knowledge 

2 Heading Factual sentence about key knowledge 

3 Heading Factual sentence about key knowledge 

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

Together Included, involved, inspired 

Countries that the UK traded with 
during the Victorian Era 

Year 5 Knowledge Organiser History 

What Knowledge Gems have we learnt already: 
LOCATE  I can place key events during Egyptian times on a timeline 

NAVIGATE I can name and explain the social order of people during 
Ancient Egyptians times 

EXPLORE I describe Ancient Egyptian mythology 

 

Language- Words we need to know: 
Catholic A member of the Christian Church led by the Pope 

Dissolution of the 
monasteries  

Henry VIII closed all monasteries in England and took their wealth 

Heir A person who is next in line for the throne 

Heretic Someone who challenges the ideas of the Catholic Church 

Martyr A person who is prepared to die for their beliefs 

Monarch A king or queen 

Pope Leader of the Catholic Church. Lives in Rome 

Protestant A Protestant follows Protestantism, which is a form of the Christian faith established in 
the 16th century when some Roman Catholics began to protest against parts of their 
religion.  

Reformation The changes or reforms made to the Catholic Church in the 16th century 

Treason A crime against the king or queen 

              

  
 

           Amethyst Knowledge Gems- facts I need to know: 
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WALT place the Tudor era in chronological order on a timeline of British 
history 

WALT place key events of the Tudor period on a timeline  
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WALT explore the cause and effect of Henry VII’s decisions with regards to 
the Battle of Bosworth and start of Tudor era.  

WALT use a range of historical sources and evidence to understand and 
describe what daily life was like for rich and poor Tudors 
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WALT identify the similarities and differences between the religious beliefs 
of different Tudor monarchs (including Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary and 
Elizabeth I) 

WALT explore how Henry VIII’s marriages and The Reformation have 
impacted the way we live now. 

WALT explore how Tudor exploration and other significant events during 
the reign of Elizabeth I have helped shape today’s Britain.  

 

Historical Timeline to consolidate our learning: 

 

Together 
Included 
Involved 
Inspired 

The Terrible Tudors 


